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Product Purpose Design Brief / Explanation

This portfolio and the final product
were created as my Major Design
Project for the HSC. The structure of
the portfolio was dictated by HSC
marking criteria, but the visual
elements and content are my own
work.

The portfolio component was
created on Adobe InDesign, as well
as some inclusions created with
Canva, Google Sheets, Google
Forms, hand drawings and Adobe
Illustrator.

The ACA was designed in response to
the lack of educational products that
focus on alternative means of
communication that aren’t
technologically reliant, as well as
increased rates of a condition known as
Alexithymia in neurodivergent children.
The ACA features a storage box with
coloured boxes that are used to store
the various bead designs. To
communicate, the child or adult moves
the beads along the brass rod to
correspond with a level of pain, noise, or
emotion. These tiles are
interchangeable, as are the beads,
which is important for maintaining
personalisation and engaging children
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Experimentation + Design Development

Research was a huge
component in developing
and designing the ACA. I
made use of primary and
secondary research
methods, developing PMI
tables, interviewing and
surveying children and
teachers, as well as
reading relevant articles.
This research was used to
influence my design
decisions. A few images
of this research is
included to the right. My
research is located from
pages 4-9, 12, 24-26

As well as being research
heavy, my MDP involved
a lot of intensive
practical work and
evaluation. Evaluation is
colour coded in yellow
through my portfolio. 

To build the ACA, I made
use of numerous skills
include CNC routing,
metal work, laser cutting,
3D printing, painting, clay
work, sewing and general
woodworking skills. In
creating each
component I
experimented with
various materials,
production techniques,
and designs. This is
included in section 2 of
the portfolio from page
17-35.
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